
A public art event that explores how the waterways
 have shaped Alameda’s unique past and present
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Island City Warways will:
Use the arts to celebrate and share Alameda’s 
unique cultural heritage with diverse audiences 
from around the Bay Area

Foster community by connecting local Foster community by connecting local 
organizations, artists and audiences to one 
another, to history and to the place they live

Expand access to the arts by producing a 
free public art event that invites audience 
involvement and participation

Create opportunities for families to share their Create opportunities for families to share their 
personal cultural histories

Key Artists
Kim Epifano, award-winning choreographer & 
artistic director, Epiphany Productions

Ed Holmes, San Francisco Mime Troupe 
actor/director

Maze Daiko, world music ensemble

Alessandro Moruzzi, experimental video Alessandro Moruzzi, experimental video 
installation artist

Ginny Parsons, environmental artist

Mark Wagner, chalk muralist & founder, 
Drawing on Earth
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Community Partne

In May 2016, Island City Warways will celebrate the birth of the Island City of Alameda 
with a free public art event open to all ages. Audiences will be taken on a journey to four sites along 
the water’s edge — between the Fruitvale and the Park Street bridges — to experience art, dance, 

music and tales connecting them to Alameda’s rich maritime past.



Site 1: e Estuary Weaving Project
    Fruitvale Bridge at Blanding Avenue
    Artist Ginny Parsons will lead art-making workshops near the Fruitvale Bridge, where a group of Peregrine    
    falcons nest on the south tower. A specialist from East Bay Parks will be on hand to talk about the falcons.

Site 2: It Wasn’t Always an Island
    Public walkway behind Bridgeside Shopping
     Chalk muralist Mark Wagner will create large-scale sidewalk drawings depicting the construction of the      
    tidal canal. The images will become a backdrop for choreography by Kim Epifano and music by 
    Maze Daiko.

Site 3: How Did You Get He?
    Inside the theater at Rhythmix Cultural Works
     Actor Ed Holmes will tell stories of immigrants drawn to the city’s booming maritime trade in the early 1900s    
    and ask the question, “How did you get here?” The audience will be surrounded by a video installation        
    combining historical and present-day images of the estuary created by artist Alessandro Moruzzi.

Site 4: e Island City
    Public walkway behind Dragon Rouge restaurant at the Park Street Bridge
    Audiences will join dancers and musicians in a performance commemorating the 1902 completion of the     
    tidal canal and Alameda’s new status as the Island City.
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